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In this courageous, groundbreaking book, Jeff Brown takes us on the spiritual ride of a lifetime.

The book opens with the author's compelling journey through a variety fo spiritual approaches.

Through decades of dedicated exploration and discernment, Brown exposes the transcendent

notions of spirituality that limit our human experience. In his fiercely authentic, no-holds-barred

style, Brown demonstrates that spirituality is a whole-being awakening, one that heartfully

embraces our entire human experience: our feelings, our stories, our bodies, our relationships

with others, and the earth that houses us. Hands-on exercises throughout provide a direct

experience of a vital new model. In 'Grounded Spirituality', the author lays down the tracks for

an embodied way of being--one that leaves us 'enrealed,' integrated, and purposeful. Not

transcending our humanness-but finding meaning and spirtuality within in, right in the heart of

our imperfect daily lives. Back to our roots, back into our bodies, abck into all that makes us

magnificentally human. Home at last...

'Jeff Brown is an iconoclastic visionary about intimate matters. There aren't many of those

around, since most modern geniuses seem devoted to seemingly more glamorous and critical

matters like artificial intelligence, 3-D printers, and smart chips implanted in our brains. But the

truth is--at least in my view--revolutionizing the way we do our inner work and craft our intimate

relationships is the most important action we can take to transform the world. And Jeff provides

potent ideas to help us do just that. His rigorous imagination is in service to creating a more

emotionally intelligent culture.When I read his words, I get riled up in all the best ways. He

disrupts my habitual thought grooves, which inevitably leads to unexpected healings and

inspirations. These days the word 'soul' gets carelessly bandied around by many lazy and

sloppy thinkers, but Jeff is not one of them. He is reverent and impeccable, an astute

connoisseur of the soul and its needs.' --ROB BREZSNY, author of the weekly column Free

Will Astrology and the book Pronoia Is the Antidote for Paranoia;'Jeff Brown never disappoints,

and his latest book, Grounded Spirituality, is no exception. Jeff is a uniquely human sage-

preacher-man for the most cutting-edge,revolutionary, evolutionary take on human spirituality.

There is nothing more needed in this broken world than the re-emergence of a human culture

that deeply honors that which is real--the worthy dirt of this earth, the smile from a stranger, the

tears we all shed at the moment of a loved one's death, our flesh and bones... these are the

sacred meditation objects of Jeff Brown's Grounded Spirituality. In this book, Jeff offers his

vulnerable and ever-so-human heart, through his own personal story of spiritual struggle and

revelation. He also takes on the role of a wisened sage, reminiscent of an ancient Vedic

teacher-student conversation style. Most impressively, this book places its finger on the exact

pulse of cutting-edge spiritual development--a place that honors tradition, while at the same

time, dramatically breaking from its harmful patriarchal shackles. While reading this book, I

could feel the Goddess smiling.' --KATIE SILCOX, New York Times Best-Selling author of

Healthy, Happy, Sexy--Ayurveda Wisdom for Modern Women;'Anyone who has felt the least

confusion on their spiritual path should immediately get a copy of Grounded Spirituality and

start reading. With laser precision, Jeff Brown dissects what passes for wisdom in much of

today's spiritual teachings, slices away the illusions, and lays bare the simple truth: to grow into

your spirituality is to grow into your humanity, in all its connected, tender, messy, luminous

embodiment. And simple as that truth is, Brown doesn't pretend that the path to a fully



embodied humanity is a piece of cake. He renders the pitfalls and rewards of that journey

poignantly clear in a fictionalized dialogue that carries the reader towards a personal renewal

of their own sacred purpose. The clear-eyed passion that fueled this book helps bring us closer

to the future we all need.' --PHILIP SHEPHERD, author of Radical Wholeness and New Self,

New World;'This is a crucial book that needs to be thoroughly read, explored and discussed.

Jeff Brown eagerly invites us to look into the utmost importance of a grounded spirituality. At a

time when much of spirituality has diverted us away from our true individual self, our

authenticity, and our sense of social and ecological solidarity, this book orients us back to a

spirituality rooted in our humanity and in our participation in the struggle of the world for

greater freedom and justice. This book is a much needed masterpiece!' --CHRIS SAADE,

author of Second Wave Spirituality, and co-author of Evolutionary Love Relationships;'With

absolutely naked transparency, Jeff Brown, in Grounded Spirituality shares his complicated

spiritual journey--the good, the bad, the ugly, and everything in between. He recounts the twists

and turns of his path without any narcissistic indulgence, but with an outpouring of broken-

open vulnerability and courage. Jeff shows us that we are already divine, and our work is not

necessarily to become 'more spiritual,' but to immerse ourselves in the life-altering process of

becoming wholly human, wholly here, wholly present to our embodied existence on this planet.'

--CAROLYN BAKER, author of Dark Gold: The Human Shadow and The Global Crisis, and co-

author with Andrew Harvey of Return to Joy,and Savage Grace: Living Resiliently In The Dark

Night of The Globe;'Jeff Brown's wisdom in Grounded Spirituality--the idea that 'life is the only

real spiritual teacher' --resonates deeply with my own lived experience and with what I have

witnessed with my clients and students. He articulates so well how our truest path includes our

stories, our emotions, and especially our bodies... that our bodies not only house our souls--

they are inseparable from them while we walk this earth. The exercises woven with the story

will support any seeker to become a 'finder.' I believe Alexander Lowen and John Pierrakos

would proudly recommend Grounded Spirituality if they were still embodied. I know I will

recommend it to my students.' --KATE HOLT, RN, Core Energetics Practitioner and Teacher.

Executive Director, Institute of Core Energetics;'There are certain themes that wash through

the works of Jeff Brown. They touch the reader with different colors and textures, but the

intention remains the same. His message is grounded in human vulnerability with the desire,

the longing, for a connection to the wonder of the Divine whilst remaining utterly true to our

human nature. He is a breath of fresh air in these times of rapid and uncompromising change.

This book is like a warm hand that reaches for yours with the promise of safe passage.' --

ANAIYA SOPHIA, author of Sacred Sexual Union, and Fierce,Fierce Feminine: One Woman's

Journey to Find Her Authentic Voice;'Jeff Brown, who has long been known for his

bold,passionate, and grounded approach to life and spirituality, has written an epic saga about

truth, freedom, spirit, and what it means to be divinely human. He blends wisdom, humor, and

illuminating moments of autobiography into a lively conversation that takes people out of their

heads and returns them to their bodies--where our messy human emotions live. This is a book

that vibrates with life, sensuality, and a willingness to embrace our humanity without apology.

Jeff's compassion for the human condition may well be the antidote for the kind of apathy that

has torn people away from their tenderness and ability to care for themselves, one another,

and our planet. But don't expect easy answers here--Jeff's generous account of his journey

emboldens all of us to step whole-heartedly into the questions and accept the call to adventure

that life is offering. This is a book I want every human being, young and old, to pick up and

read!' --KELLY MCNELIS, founder of Women For One, and author of Your Messy Brilliance.--

This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJeff Brown, a former criminal lawyer



and psychotherapist, is the author of the bestselling books Soulshaping and An Uncommon

Bond, among other books. He has been interviewed by CNN Radio, appeared on Fox News

online, and has written popular inspirations for ABC's Good Morning America. He is also the

producer and key journeyer in the award-winning spiritual documentary Karmageddon.--This

text refers to the audioCD edition.
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EARLY PRAISE FORGROUNDED SPIRITUALITY“Jeff Brown is an iconoclastic visionary

about intimate matters. There aren’t many of those around, since most modern geniuses seem

devoted to seemingly more glamorous and critical matters like artificial intelligence, 3-D

printers, and smart chips implanted in our brains. But the truth is—at least in my view—

revolutionizing the way we do our inner work and craft our intimate relationships is the most

important action we can take to transform the world. And Jeff provides potent ideas to help us

do just that. His rigorous imagination is in service to creating a more emotionally intelligent

culture. When I read his words, I get riled up in all the best ways. He disrupts my habitual

thought grooves, which inevitably leads to unexpected healings and inspirations. These days

the word ‘soul’ gets carelessly bandied around by many lazy and sloppy thinkers, but Jeff is not

one of them. He is reverent and impeccable, an astute connoisseur of the soul and its needs.”—

ROB BREZSNY, author of the weekly column “Free Will Astrology” and the book Pronoia Is the

Antidote for Paranoia“Jeff Brown never disappoints, and his latest book, Grounded Spirituality,

is no exception. Jeff is a uniquely human sage-preacher-man for the most cutting-edge,

revolutionary, evolutionary take on human spirituality. There is nothing more needed in this

broken world than the re-emergence of a human culture that deeply honors that which is real—

the worthy dirt of this earth, the smile from a stranger, the tears we all shed at the moment of a

loved one’s death, our flesh and bones… these are the sacred meditation objects of Jeff

Brown’s Grounded Spirituality. In this book, Jeff offers his vulnerable and ever-so-human heart,

through his own personal story of spiritual struggle and revelation. He also takes on the role of

a wisened sage, reminiscent of an ancient Vedic teacher-student conversation style. Most

impressively, this book places its finger on the exact pulse of cutting-edge spiritual development

—a place that honors tradition, while at the same time, dramatically breaking from its harmful

patriarchal shackles. While reading this book, I could feel the Goddess smiling.”—KATIE

SILCOX, New York Times Best-Selling author of Healthy, Happy, Sexy—Ayurveda Wisdom for

Modern Women“Anyone who has felt the least confusion on their spiritual path should

immediately get a copy of Grounded Spirituality and start reading. With laser precision, Jeff

Brown dissects what passes for wisdom in much of today’s spiritual teachings, slices away the

illusions, and lays bare the simple truth: to grow into your spirituality is to grow into your

humanity, in all its connected, tender, messy, luminous embodiment. And simple as that truth

is, Brown doesn’t pretend that the path to a fully embodied humanity is a piece of cake. He

renders the pitfalls and rewards of that journey poignantly clear in a fictionalized dialogue that

carries the reader towards a personal renewal of their own sacred purpose. The clear-eyed

passion that fueled this book helps bring us closer to the future we all need.”—PHILIP

SHEPHERD, author of Radical Wholeness and New Self, New World“This is a crucial book

that needs to be thoroughly read, explored and discussed. Jeff Brown eagerly invites us to look

into the utmost importance of a grounded spirituality. At a time when much of spirituality has

diverted us away from our true individual self, our authenticity, and our sense of social and

ecological solidarity, this book orients us back to a spirituality rooted in our humanity and in our

participation in the struggle of the world for greater freedom and justice. This book is a much

needed masterpiece!”—CHRIS SAADE, author of Second Wave Spirituality, and co-author of

Evolutionary Love Relationships“With absolutely naked transparency, Jeff Brown, in Grounded

Spirituality shares his complicated spiritual journey—the good, the bad, the ugly, and

everything in between. He recounts the twists and turns of his path without any narcissistic

indulgence, but with an outpouring of broken-open vulnerability and courage. Jeff shows us



that we are already divine, and our work is not necessarily to become ‘more spiritual,’ but to

immerse ourselves in the life-altering process of becoming wholly human, wholly here, wholly

present to our embodied existence on this planet.”—CAROLYN BAKER, author of Dark Gold:

The Human Shadow and The Global Crisis, and co-author with Andrew Harvey of Return to

Joy, and Savage Grace: Living Resiliently In The Dark Night of The Globe“Jeff Brown’s wisdom

in Grounded Spirituality—the idea that ‘life is the only real spiritual teacher’—resonates deeply

with my own lived experience and with what I have witnessed with my clients and students. He

articulates so well how our truest path includes our stories, our emotions, and especially our

bodies... that our bodies not only house our souls—they are inseparable from them while we

walk this earth. The exercises woven with the story will support any seeker to become a ‘finder.’

I believe Alexander Lowen and John Pierrakos would proudly recommend Grounded

Spirituality if they were still embodied. I know I will recommend it to my students.”—KATE

HOLT, RN, Core Energetics Practitioner and Teacher, Executive Director, Institute of Core

Energetics“There are certain themes that wash through the works of Jeff Brown. They touch

the reader with different colors and textures, but the intention remains the same. His message

is grounded in human vulnerability with the desire, the longing, for a connection to the wonder

of the Divine whilst remaining utterly true to our human nature. He is a breath of fresh air in

these times of rapid and uncompromising change. This book is like a warm hand that reaches

for yours with the promise of safe passage.”—ANAIYA SOPHIA, author of Sacred Sexual

Union, and Fierce, Fierce Feminine: One Woman’s Journey to Find Her Authentic Voice“Jeff

Brown, who has long been known for his bold, passionate, and grounded approach to life and

spirituality, has written an epic saga about truth, freedom, spirit, and what it means to be

divinely human. He blends wisdom, humor, and illuminating moments of autobiography into a

lively conversation that takes people out of their heads and returns them to their bodies—

where our messy human emotions live. This is a book that vibrates with life, sensuality, and a

willingness to embrace our humanity without apology. Jeff’s compassion for the human

condition may well be the antidote for the kind of apathy that has torn people away from their

tenderness and ability to care for themselves, one another, and our planet. But don’t expect

easy answers here—Jeff’s generous account of his journey emboldens all of us to step whole-

heartedly into the questions and accept the call to adventure that life is offering. This is a book I

want every human being, young and old, to pick up and read!”—KELLY MCNELIS, Founder of

Women For One, and author of Your Messy Brilliance
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ForewordThis is a book we have all been unconsciously waiting for. It is a book written by a

man who has truly understood the dereliction of our time. The collapse of any real moral or

spiritual reverence, and the bankruptcy of the religious and guru systems. It is a book written

by a man who has not only understood this but stayed profoundly faithful to the vision that was

being birthed in him, of a path to the Divine through the body. This may seem small, or in some

ways, fascinating but not profound… but the reality of our situation is, as all the great

evolutionary mystics have shown us, that we are going through a massive and necessary

global “dark night” in order to fulfill the evolutionary will of the Divine: to co-create the birth of a

new embodied divine humanity. It is this birth—this extraordinary miraculous amazing birth—

that is our greatest hope. And if you want to understand how this birth works, read this book.In

this book, you will find someone who truly understands that the divinization of the body is the

key to the birth of a human race that can respond from the fullness of itself to the problems

now erupting everywhere. What Jeff Brown understands is that this birth of the Divine in the

body is the hardest path of all. Because in order to take this path, we have to unlearn all of the

religious and mystical messages we have been given about the illusory nature of the body, the



sinfulness of the body, the ignorance and illusion steeped in the body. Unlearning these

messages is an excruciating business because it forces us to look at the ways in which we

have treated our bodies. To re-enter the body, as Jeff Brown brilliantly shows both in his own

writing about his own journey, and in the amazingly passionate, rustic, and nakedly honest

conversations that he has with the character in the book, Michael—requires extraordinary

courage.This is true for three reasons. The first reason I have already suggested: It is deeply

challenging to unlearn all the messages that we have been given about our body. In my own

case, this was a frightening reality and adventure because it compelled me to understand the

ways in which mystical reality had been manipulated for power for millennia. This was a very

sobering and devastating recognition. The second reason is that to re-enter the body, you have

to confront all of the trauma, karmic terror, grief, and deep suffering that your body has stored

over your lifetime. This is part of the reason why so many people are refugees from the body,

and why so many people embrace transcendental philosophies that deny the body. The work of

actually going down into the body to listen to the screams that have been suppressed by our

wounds and that are hidden within the body is a devastating process… necessary but painful

and very, very demanding. The third reason why going down into the body is so demanding is

that the body itself resists transformation by the light. Sri Aurobindo has written brilliantly of the

four sheaths by which the body protects itself. They are very real, and not easily dissuaded

from their protective mission.Through this book, you will find ways of being so inspired by what

living in the body can open up for you, that you will become not only willing to do the work, but

thrilled to do the work. Because Jeff Brown’s genius is to open up to us such an exciting and

invigorating vista of what we can experience if only we arrive here—in full integration of mind,

heart, soul, and body, that anyone reading these words with an open heart will long to do

whatever is necessary to come into authentic human fullness. This is because he speaks from

true lived experience. He has seen and known the joy of what it is to live in a full beingness.

And he communicates this, as well as the difficulties, the suffering, the bewilderment, with such

reverence that we cannot help but do whatever we must to reclaim our wholeness.The work of

embodiment is not just one more game the human race has to play. Not merely one more

version of enlightenment. It is the only way we can possibly go forward. Because until we are

united with our bodies, we will never love the body of the earth enough. Until we are living in

the pulse and vibrancy of our bodies, we will never love other bodies—the bodies of our

friends, and the bodies of our lovers, and the bodies of our parents, and the bodies of our

grandparents, and the bodies of our beloved animals. We will never love them enough,

because we will never savor the beauty of their presence with enough adoration to do

everything we can to save them and the world we live in.For me, Jeff Brown is a modern-day

alchemist. And by that, I mean he has embraced the ancient alchemical path. The ancient

alchemical path has 3 stages. First, profound experience of transcendence that reveals divine

identity. This makes obvious the truth of what’s written in the Upanishads—You Are That. The

patriarchal traditions have mistakenly taken this stage for enlightenment. But the alchemists

knew that this was only the first stage. The second stage is the stage that Jeff is such a master

of: this is where the deep knowledge of the transcendent and the forces aroused by that

knowledge, are consciously integrated step by step with mind, heart, soul and crucially, and

most importantly, the depths of the body. As this second stage progresses, the third stage

which is called “the simple thing,” starts to emerge… and for this third stage there are very few

descriptions, because very few people have truly matured in the mystery of profound union

with all that this stage brings. Jeff Brown knows the glowing fringes of this stage and has

experienced the truth of the revolutionary birth that happens through the choice to ground



transcendence in the depths of reality. And that’s why this book is so important. Because in its

rugged, ragged, and absolutely contemporary way, it models the ancient path to transfiguration

that was known by the ancient alchemists, and by a small number of grounded mystics that

have blessed us with their wisdom. This path for transfiguration now needs to be known

everywhere, because everyone needs to align themselves with the evolutionary will of the

Divine—not to destroy us, but to transfigure us so that we can become conscious embodied co-

creators of a wholly new way of being and doing everything.What I find wonderful about Jeff

Brown’s book, is not only that it offers us a searing indictment of patriarchy on all levels, and

not only that it is the most comprehensive dismantling of the superficiality, and bypassing, and

voluptuous indulgence, and inanity of the new age… but the real reason I love this book is that

it provides a very down-home truthful basis of empowerment for potentially millions of people. If

honest seekers can now use their deep mystical experience as a source of power to help them

reintegrate their whole selves with the one, then millions of honest seekers can come together

in a loving army of beings prepared to risk everything to start healing our world. As a sacred

activist and the founder of the movement of sacred activism, I celebrate and salute this book

because it will give anyone who wants to truly meet the challenges of our time with honesty,

ferocity, and grace—the information, the practices, the vision, and the grounded rugged

persistence that they are going to need to step up to the greatest evolutionary challenge

humanity has ever faced. Read Jeff Brown’s book, do the practices, saturate yourself in the

wisdom that radiates from its pages, and go forward as an increasingly embodied divine

human being who is willing to become a sacred activist on behalf of the Divine and the divine-

in-humanity, to save our species and our beloved planet.What one does for diplomacy is not

what one does for truth. And Jeff Brown has written a book of truth—one that honors our

humanity and offers us a co-creational path home. Join him.—ANDREW HARVEYNovember

12, 2018Chicago, lllinois
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Sattva, “An important, healing counter-point to spiritual narcissism & Guru-ism. If you've read

Byron Katie's work or many other "spiritual" works, you might be feeling a little crazy. Your

trauma is your fault. The bad things that happened to you, you clearly manifested because of

your negative thinking. This is absolutely toxic and does not help real healing, although it sure

can look good from the outside. Jeff's 'Grounded Spirituality' is an important read because it

throws the door open on this toxicity and empowers readers to understand and connect deeper

to their own wisdom and intuition. I recommend this book to trauma survivors who are trying to

move from surviving to thriving, but have encountered toxic pseudo-spiritual things like: "Just

think positive thoughts" "You're keeping yourself down" "You attracted xxx into your life because

of your need to heal" "You have to forgive to heal" etc.'Grounded Spirituality' may not resonate

with everyone, I think the author would be happy about that: this book is about owning your

healing path.”

Pamela B, MSW, LICSW, “Treasure this book. I have searched, many decades, for spiritual

truth and healing. Toxic religion left me with dysfunctional beliefs which steered me away from

healing. We all have trauma from surviving in a violent, unpredictable, and chaotic world.

Reaching for spiritual practice, religion or new age, had left me confused and lying to my body.

Reading Jeff Brown's book validates my listening to my body, respecting intuition and body

wisdom, releasing traumatic memory, and activating energy circuits so I experience a flow of

healing energy. I have only begun with reading this book but already feel grounded with

spiritual truths. I hope this book finally heals and releases all the religious programming that

was shoved down my throat for way too long. If my opinion changes, as I finish this book, I will

add an update. But, obviously, I am already feeling I'm finding answers which finally make

sense to me (I work in the field of integrative mental health and have intensely studied trauma

informed care). I believe Jeff Brown has done much deep diving, using much intelligence and

intuition, to have sorted through so much disinformation.”

J. Manson, “Book. Book”

Nick Matheson, “Very grounding and essential learning. This is a profound book that offers true

hope and mostly gentle guidance for forging an authentic path forward as individuals and as a

collective humanity. Fearless sharing of experience and challenging of sacred cows helps

reorient with the inner compass and codes by which sacred purpose is realized.”

The book by Jeff Brown has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 259 people have provided feedback.
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